A broadband liner design optimization includes utilizing induct attenuation predictions with a statistical fan source model to obtain optimum impedance spectra over a number of flow conditions for one or more liner locations in a bypass duct. The predicted optimum impedance information is then used with acoustic liner modeling tools to design liners having impedance spectra that most closely match the predicted optimum values. Design selection is based on an acceptance criterion that provides the ability to apply increasing weighting to specific frequencies and/or operating conditions. One or more broadband design approaches are utilized to produce a broadband liner that targets a full range of frequencies and operating conditions.
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STATISTI CALLY BASED APPROACH TO BROADBAND LINER DESIGN AND ASSESSMENT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This patent application is a nonprovisional of, and claims the benefit of and priority to, U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/679,093, filed on Aug. 3, 2012, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

The invention described herein was made by employees of the United States Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government of the United States of America for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefore.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Accurate aircraft engine noise prediction is an important component of overall aircraft system noise assessment. The ability to predict fan noise within complex aircraft nacelle geometries is vital in optimizing acoustic liner treatment. With the utilization of increased bypass ratio and advanced fan designs, the broadband component of fan noise has grown in relevance. Thus, while the attenuation of fan tones remains paramount, the ability to simultaneously reduce broadband fan noise levels has become more attractive. In conjunction with this trend, a number of fan noise prediction assessments have provided valuable insights into improved fan noise propagation/radiation prediction with limited fan source information. Advanced manufacturing techniques have also opened new possibilities for the implementation of broadband liner concepts. Therefore, the ability to perform broadband liner design using methods that integrate duct acoustic propagation/radiation and liner modeling tools would facilitate the development of novel liner concepts.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention alleviates the difficult task of generating aircraft engine nacelle liner designs having broadband sound absorption for configurations where detailed information regarding the fan noise source is unavailable. Single-layer perforate-over-honeycomb liners may be used for absorption of individual fan tone frequencies and their harmonics. Extension to include broadband sound absorption is generally achieved via multi-layer acoustic liners (generally 2, but sometimes 3 layers). These designs are driven by the fidelity of the prediction tools, as well as geometric constraints. Some approaches to liner optimization have focused on narrow-band attenuation spectra (i.e., target individual fan tones) and are generally not broadband in character. Also, intrinsic knowledge of the acoustic source is generally incorporated into these optimization approaches.

According to one aspect of the present invention, an acoustic duct propagation and radiation code is used on a computer system, which comprises at least one computer processor, to predict optimum impedance spectra over operating conditions of interest. In the absence of fan source information, a statistical representation may be used that allows for the generation of 95% confidence intervals for the predicted metric. The cost function for this impedance optimization is based on in-duct, near-field, and/or far-field results. For example, in one embodiment, the optimum may be based on maximum in-duct attenuation. However, acoustic radiation predictions may also be utilized, and the cost function may be based on acoustic quantities at selected external locations.

After the optimum impedance spectra is determined, acoustic liner modeling tools (i.e. code) are used on the computer processor to identify geometric liner parameters (within manufacturing constraints) necessary to produce impedance spectra that most closely match the optimum impedance spectra. Design selection may be based on acceptance criteria that provide the ability to apply increased weighting to specific frequencies and/or operating conditions.

Because of the aforementioned geometric constraints, the resultant liners provide impedance values that differ from the optimum values. Thus, the design impedance values may be used in the propagation/radiation code to evaluate liner performance. This assessment may again be based on in-duct, near-field, and/or far-field results. For example, in one instance, the in-duct attenuation may used. Alternatively, an acoustic parameter or performance metric based on the integrated attenuation spectra (on a power basis) over the full frequency range may be employed. As with the design impedance cost function, weighting of specific frequencies/operating conditions could also be introduced in this performance metric. If the assessment does not yield acceptable results, iteration between the liner design and evaluation stages is possible. The following references are incorporated by reference in their entireties:


The present invention makes it possible to take advantage of advanced manufacturing techniques that allow acoustic liners to be customized such that the surface impedance of each individual cell is independently controlled. Duct acoustic propagation/radiation and liner modeling tools are integrated to design broadband liners to achieve acceptable sound absorption over a wide frequency range. The ability to use a statistical source model also provides the added benefit of generating confidence intervals for the predicted liner performance.

These and other features, advantages, and objects of the present invention will be further understood and appreciated by those skilled in the art by reference to the following specification, claims, and appended drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flow chart showing an acoustic liner design according to one aspect of the present invention;

FIG. 1a shows a model fan installed in a wind tunnel;
FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view of a portion of the model fan of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3a shows mean attenuation contours (Approach flow condition) for approach BPF (2863 Hz);
FIG. 3b shows mean attenuation contours (Approach flow condition) for takeoff 2 BPF (9282 Hz);
FIG. 4a shows mean attenuation contours (Approach BPF: 2863 Hz), wherein the crosshatched region represents impedance values for which the 95% confidence interval for the mean attenuation overlaps with that for the optimum impedance value;
FIG. 4b is a graph showing optimum attenuation with error bars representing the 95% confidence interval in the mean attenuation at the optimum impedance;
FIG. 5a shows mean attenuation contours (Takeoff flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 5b is a graph showing optimum attenuation with error bars representing the 95% confidence interval in the mean attenuation at the optimum impedance;
FIG. 6a is a graph showing optimum normalized resistance values denoted by circles (Approach flow condition) wherein error bars indicate resistance values for which the 95% confidence interval for the mean attenuation overlaps with that for the optimum resistance value;
FIG. 6b is a graph showing optimum normalized reactance values denoted by circles (Approach flow condition) wherein error bars indicate reactance values for which the 95% confidence interval for the mean attenuation overlaps with that for the optimum reactance value;
FIG. 7 is an isometric view of a parent single layer liner and resultant two-layer liner configurations (uniform and variable depth) formed via mesh-cap insertion;
FIG. 8a is a graph showing single tone design (targeting 2 BPF (8122 Hz) at cutback) normalized resistance values denoted by squares (Approach flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 8b is a graph showing single tone design (targeting 2 BPF (8122 Hz) at cutback) normalized reactance values denoted by squares (Approach flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 9a is a graph showing single tone design (targeting 2 BPF (8122 Hz) at cutback) normalized resistance values denoted by squares (Cutback flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 9b is a graph showing single tone design (targeting 2 BPF (8122 Hz) at cutback) normalized reactance values denoted by squares (Approach flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 10a is a graph showing single tone design (targeting 2 BPF (8122 Hz) at cutback) normalized resistance values denoted by squares (Takeoff flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 10b is a graph showing single tone design (targeting 2 BPF (8122 Hz) at cutback) normalized reactance values denoted by squares (Takeoff flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 11a is a graph showing broadband design normalized resistance values denoted by squares (Approach flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 11b is a graph showing broadband design normalized reactance values denoted by squares (Approach flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 12a is a graph showing broadband design normalized resistance values denoted by squares (Cutback flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 12b is a graph showing broadband design normalized reactance values denoted by squares (Cutback flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 13a is a graph showing broadband design normalized resistance values denoted by squares (Takeoff flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 13b is a graph showing broadband design normalized reactance values denoted by squares (Takeoff flow condition), for which 95% confidence intervals for optimum designs are denoted via dashed lines;
FIG. 14a is a graph showing single tone (cutback 2 BPF) design attenuation values (Approach flow condition) with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals;
FIG. 14b is a graph showing single tone (cutback 2 BPF) design attenuation values (Cutback flow condition) with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals;
FIG. 14c is a graph showing single tone (cutback 2 BPF) design attenuation values (Takeoff flow condition) with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals;
FIG. 15a is a graph showing broadband design attenuation values (Approach flow condition) with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals;
FIG. 15b is a graph showing broadband design attenuation values (Cutback flow condition) with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals;
FIG. 15c is a graph showing broadband design attenuation values (Takeoff flow condition) with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

For purposes of description herein, the terms “upper,” “lower,” “right,” “left,” “rear,” “front,” “vertical,” “horizontal,” and derivatives thereof shall relate to the invention as oriented in FIG. 1a. However, it is to be understood that the invention may assume various alternative orientations and step sequences, except where expressly specified to the contrary. It is also to be understood that the specific devices and processes illustrated in the attached drawings, and described in the following specification, are simply exemplary embodiments of the inventive concepts defined in the appended claims. Hence, specific dimensions and other physical characteristics relating to the embodiments disclosed herein are not to be considered as limiting, unless the claims expressly state otherwise.

The present application relates to a method for designing acoustic liners to absorb noise. Acoustic liners may be utilized in various applications. For example, acoustic liners may be utilized in aircraft to absorb engine noise, or noise generated due to airflow around various aircraft components such as wing flaps, landing gear, or other structures. The liners may be designed to provide a desired acoustic affect within the available constraints. For example, if the noise source in question is an aircraft engine, the liner may be optimized to reduce noise by maximizing attenuation within the engine nacelle (duct). Other design goals may be utilized. For example, the liners in the engine may be designed to
minimize radiated noise at a specific location relative to the engine. For example, the liners may be designed to minimize the noise of the aircraft that would be heard by a person on the ground at a specified relative location as the aircraft takes off or lands. Thus, in general, the present method involves selecting a noise parameter to be optimized according to predefined criteria. In the illustrated example, the method of the present invention may be utilized to design one or more liners 6-9 (FIG. 2) of an aircraft engine 1 (FIG. 1a). Referring to FIG. 1, acoustic prediction software is utilized at step 15 to provide predicted optimum impedance spectrum 20 for various aircraft operating conditions. The acoustic prediction software may comprise duct propagation software. As discussed in more detail below, the predicted optimum impedance spectra 20 are selected to provide an optimum possible outcome with respect to the noise parameter selected for evaluation. The predicted optimum impedance spectra 20 are then utilized in connection with liner modeling tools at step 25 to design acoustic liners having impedance characteristics that match the predicted optimum impedance spectra 20 as closely as possible according to predefined criteria. The design impedance spectra data 35 may then be utilized in the duct propagation code at step 40 to provide a predicted liner performance 45. If the predicted liner performance 45 is determined to be satisfactory, liner fabrication and testing 50 and post-test comparison 55 may be conducted. If the predicted liner performance 45 is not satisfactory, the liner design can be modified, and the duct propagation code can again be utilized at step 15 to refine the liner design. The liner design can then be finalized utilizing an iterative approach utilizing the duct propagation code.

In the illustrated example, engine 1 comprises an existing fan rig. Engine 1 has a design corrected tip speed of 1,215 ft/sec, a stage pressure ratio of 1.47, and a bypass ratio of 8.9. The fan stage has 22 blades 4 (see also FIG. 2) and 54 stator vanes 5 in its baseline configuration. With further reference to FIG. 2, engine 1 may include an inlet liner 6 and aft liners 7, 8, and 9 facing bypass duct 10. The three aft liners 7, 8, and 9 are discussed herein to illustrate the design method of the present invention. For purposes of the present example, the impedance spectra for the aft liners 7, 8, and 9 were set to be the same. However, the liners 7, 8, and 9 could use different impedance spectra. Also, it will be understood that the present invention may be utilized to design acoustic liners utilized in other areas of aircraft, and for liners utilized on land vehicles or stationary structures.

The fan speeds of interest, provided in Table 1, are representative of the three noise certification measurement points (approach, cutback, and takeoff). It will be understood that these frequencies are examples, and the actual frequencies will depend on the particular aircraft and operating conditions to be evaluated. Furthermore, the present invention may be utilized to design liners that reduce noise at a plurality of specified frequencies, wherein the specified frequencies are not related to blades of an aircraft engine.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>M&lt;sub&gt;ave&lt;/sub&gt; (ST)</th>
<th>Corrected RPM</th>
<th>% Design Speed</th>
<th>BPF (Hz)</th>
<th>2BPF (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>7,809</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>2,863</td>
<td>5,726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutback</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>11,075</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>4,061</td>
<td>8,122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takeoff</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>12,657</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4,641</td>
<td>9,282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean flow associated with these fan speeds is based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations of the aft bypass duct 10. From these simulations, the average Mach number at the trailing edges 11 of the stator vanes 5, M<sub>ave</sub>, (ST), is used as the starting value for one-dimensional Mach/Area calculations. The resultant Mach number distributions in the bypass duct 10 are then used for in-duct propagation predictions. The frequencies considered are also included in Table 1 and are based on the blade passage frequency (BPF) and first harmonic (2 BPF) at the approach, cutback, and takeoff fan speeds. This range of frequencies was selected to provide sufficient broadband coverage and including all six frequencies at each of the three flow speeds leads to a total of 18 different test points of interest. However, at any particular flow condition, only the corresponding BPF and 2 BPF frequencies represent likely tones, the other four frequencies represent broadband frequency points that may be utilized for design purposes.

With further reference to FIG. 1, in-duct propagation predictions are conducted at step 15. The duct propagation calculations 15 may be conducted utilizing a known code.

For example, suitable known code for performing the duct propagation and radiation predictions 15 is the CDUCT-LaRC (CDL) code. This code calculates the propagation of a given acoustic source ahead of the fan face or aft of the exhaust guide vanes in the inlet or exhaust ducts, respectively. Subsequent to the propagation calculations, the code has the capability of computing the noise radiation field outside the duct. The three-dimensional duct may be acoustically lined (possibly circumferentially and radially segmented) in specified areas and incorporate struts/bifurcations. All of the modules that make up the CDL code have been described in prior publications. With respect to the present invention, the propagation and radiation modules of the CDL code are the most pertinent modules.

The duct propagation module is based on the CDUCT code developed by Dougherty and extended by Lan. This code utilizes a parabolic approximation to the convected Helmholtz equation and offers a computationally efficient model that accounts for the complexities of fully three-dimensional nacelle configurations. The CDL code has been extended to support multi-block propagation calculations. The grid connectivity is determined and data is transferred from upstream to downstream blocks without user intervention. Results of the propagation module include the acoustic potential or pressure within a duct 10, which may be utilized by the radiation module for acoustic radiation calculations.

The duct radiation module is based on the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkins (FW-H) equation with a permeable data surface. Use of this equation for many acoustic problems has shown it to generally provide better results than the Kirchhoff formula for moving surfaces. Based on the background flow conditions and propagation solution, this module calculates the radiated acoustic pressure at selected observer locations. Currently, the data surface is taken to be the nacelle inlet or exhaust plane for inlet or aft-fan cases, respectively. However, provisions have also been made to account for the effects of the shear layer on the radiation.

Although the CDL code can accept arbitrary source specification (i.e., it is not a modal code), it is convenient to specify the acoustic source distribution in terms of duct modes. For situations in which the source pressure is available, this greatly simplifies the conversion to the required acoustic potential. However, when source information is not available, an assumption on the source description must be made. This is generally the case and the approach taken herein follows that described by Zlavog and Eversman in a series of statistical studies into the effects of randomized modal source power and/or phase on attenuation in lined ducts. A method...
according to one aspect of the present invention includes use of random inputs if source pressure information is not available. According to this aspect of the present invention, the source modal powers (and hence, amplitudes) and modal phases are allowed to vary randomly and independently. Thus, with equal probability of occurrence, the amplitude and phase for each cut-on source mode may take any value in the intervals from 0 to 1 and 0 to 2π, respectively. This uncertainty in source specification results in uncertainty with respect to the predicted sound levels. However, as discussed by Zlavog and Eversman, for the case of all propagating circumferential and radial acoustic modes with random modal power and phase, transmitted power appears to be normally distributed. In their statistical studies, this also produced statistical distributions with the least standard deviation. Therefore, as discussed in a prior art CDL publication, Student’s t-distribution is used to statistically analyze the predicted attenuation results. In the present example, for each configuration and power setting, 11 simulations are performed at step 15 (FIG. 1) to produce a sample population from which mean, p, and standard deviation, σ, values can be inferred. More simulations can be performed to provide greater certainty with respect to the predicted results. Conversely, fewer simulations can be performed if less certainty is required.

The optimal impedance spectra 20 is predicted at step 15 using the CDL code on the computer processor with the aforementioned source model. While a number of quantities may be used to formulate a cost function for the impedance optimization, the in-duct attenuation is discussed herein to provide an example of a design process according to one aspect of the present invention. The impedance domain considered in this example extends over a normalized resistance range of 0 to 0.55 and a normalized reactance range of −5.5 to 5.5. Relatively large initial step sizes (e.g., 0.5) may be used to generate preliminary attenuation contours and optimum impedance prediction. A sub-domain with a smaller step size (e.g., 0.2) may then be generated about this impedance value to obtain a refined optimum impedance prediction. Thus, for a given frequency and flight condition, the optimum impedance is taken to be the value for which the predicted mean in-duct attenuation is maximum. Although the in-duct attenuation is used to select the optimum impedance spectra in this example, the acoustic radiation module may be utilized to predict directivity patterns, which are relevant for comparison with test measurements and community noise assessment.

To further illustrate an optimum impedance prediction utilizing in-duct attenuation, the initial contours at the approach flow speed for the lowest (2863 Hz: BPF at approach) and highest (9282 Hz: 2 BPF at takeoff) frequencies considered are shown in FIGS. 3a and 3b, respectively. Noting that the scales are the same in FIGS. 3a and 3b, a much larger gradient can be seen about the maximum mean attenuation achieved at 2863 Hz versus that at 9282 Hz. Thus, a much smaller sub-domain, extending beyond the initial domain boundary, may be utilized for the lower frequency. Recognizing the difficulty in matching the predicted optimum exactly, the contours are used to define a target “cloud” of impedance values in the neighborhood of optimum. In defining this target “cloud”, one could simply accept any impedance value for which the predicted mean attenuation is within a certain tolerance (e.g., 2 dB) of that achieved with the optimum impedance. However, the task of selecting an appropriate tolerance level remains. In this case, statistical information in the form of 95% confidence intervals, which are different at each impedance value, is available. Therefore, the target “cloud” of impedance values is taken to include all impedances for which the 95% confidence interval overlaps that associated with the predicted optimum impedance value. FIGS. 4a and 4b illustrate this information for the mean attenuation results at 2863 Hz. In FIG. 4a, the shaded area represents the “cloud” of impedance values described above for which the 95% confidence interval for the mean attenuation overlaps with that for the optimum impedance value. FIG. 4b shows the corresponding mean attenuation (indicated by the oval) at the optimum impedance with error bars representing the associated 95% confidence interval. For comparison purposes, the same information is provided in FIGS. 5a and 5b for 9282 Hz at the approach condition. At 2863 Hz, it can be seen that the largest mean attenuation (with a relatively large 95% confidence interval) is achieved over a relatively small impedance range. Conversely, at 9282 Hz, a much lower mean attenuation (with a much smaller 95% confidence interval) is achieved over a much larger range of impedance values.

Optimum impedance predictions for all six frequencies at the approach flow condition are consolidated in the normalized resistance and reactance plots in FIGS. 6a and 6b. Optimum impedance values are denoted by circles. Error bars indicate the range of impedance values for which the 95% confidence interval overlaps that of the optimum impedance value. The dashed lines indicate the envelope of “acceptable” impedance values. As discussed below, similar information may be obtained for the cutback and takeoff conditions. The predicted optimum impedance spectrum 20 (FIG. 1) generally corresponds to the results shown in FIGS. 4a-6b. It will be understood that the form of predicted optimum impedance spectra is not limited to the specific examples of FIGS. 4a-6b.

As indicated above, in an example according to one aspect of the present invention, the CDL propagation code is used to determine optimum impedance values 20 (FIG. 1) for the liner locations 7, 8, and 9 in the all bypass duct 10 at selected flow conditions and frequencies. At step 25, the predicted optimum impedances 20 are utilized to design a liner having impedances that most closely match the predicted optimum impedances according to predefined acceptance criteria. The target “clouds” of impedance values (e.g., FIGS. 4a and 4b) may be utilized in the linear design process. For example, the liner design may involve designing a liner having impedances falling within the “cloud” of impedances for as many aircraft operating conditions as possible. In this example, the liner 30 (FIG. 7) comprises a multi-layer configuration that incorporates buried septa (“mesh-caps”) 32 embedded into a honeycomb core 31. The liner 30 may comprise a single layer liner 30a, a liner 30b having uniform depth, or a liner 30c having variable depth meshcaps 32. The liner 30 generally includes a honeycomb core 31, a backplate 28, and a facesheet 29. This configuration allows the acoustic liner 30 to be customized such that the surface impedance of each individual cell 33 is independently controlled. This is achieved by the combination of parameters used to set the impedance in each cell 33. The various cells 33 are then customized into a grid pattern of different mesh-cap depths or resistances within the acoustic panel to achieve a desired distributed impedance. This type of liner can be utilized to achieve broadband performance. However, it will be understood that a wide variety of liner configurations may be utilized in accordance with the present invention.

Clearly, geometric (e.g., liner geometric parameters such as porosity and core depth) and manufacturing (e.g., grid pattern size) constraints are key ingredients in this modeling step/phase 25, and must be taken into account to design acoustic liners that can be realistically achieved. In the present example, the honeycomb cells 33 are restricted to contain one mesh-cap 32. The mesh-cap depth, as well as its...
DC flow resistance, are allowed to vary from cell to cell. Finally, based on currently available manufacturing techniques, the customizable grid pattern was limited to a configuration of four cells. Representative liner configurations resulting from mesh-cap insertion are shown in FIG. 7 to illustrate the two-layer setup and geometrical parameters.

All liners are assumed to have a 0.032 in (0.081 cm) thick perforate facesheet 29 containing 0.032 in (0.081 cm) diameter holes 34. Due to the relatively low target optimum resistance values utilized in the present example, a rather unconventional 60% open area was selected for the facesheet 29. This reduces the impact of the facesheet 29 on the overall resistance and allows for greater flexibility in tuning the resistance of individual cells 33. In this example, the liner core is comprised of a 0.375-inch (0.953 cm) diameter hexcel-shaped honeycomb core 31 with an overall depth of 2.0 inches (5.08 cm). In this example, mesh-cap materials ranging in DC flow resistance values from 600 to 1200 MKS Rays were considered in step 35. Additionally, the distance between the mesh-cap 32 and liner backplate 28 h2, was allowed to vary (FIG. 7). In the design process, this value ranges from 0.20 in (0.508 cm) to 1.80 in (4.57 cm) in 0.20 in (9.508 cm) increments. It will be understood that the specific liner configuration discussed above comprises one example of a possible liner configuration. Other liner designs may also be utilized as required.

An optimization process may be utilized at step 25 (FIG. 1) to determine the best combination of geometrical parameters to achieve the desired impedance values. Prediction tools (code) based on the combination of a transmission line calculation and the Two-Parameter Impedance Prediction Model may be used to model the resultant liner impedance spectra. Suitable prediction code is known in the art, and the details of the code will not therefore be described in detail herein.

Different design approaches may be utilized according to the present invention. Four design approaches are discussed below. These design approaches utilize different combinations of the six frequencies and three flight conditions in Table 1. The CDL in-duct propagation results 20 provide predicted optimum impedance values, ξ opt, at each specific combination of flow speed and frequency. The liner modeling tools are then used at step 25 to obtain design impedance values 35. The design impedance values, ξ opt, minimize the function:

\[ F = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} W_i (|\Delta \xi_{\text{opt},i}| - |\Delta \xi_{\text{pred},i}|) \right) ^ {0.5} \]

Here, the values W_i are weighting values that may be used to assign increased importance to a selected number of frequencies and/or flow conditions and N is the total number of frequency/flow condition combinations included. Note that with W_i = 1 for all N, equation 1 reduces to the L_2 norm of the difference between the predicted optimum and the design impedance values.

A first design approach focuses on a single frequency at the corresponding flow speed. For example, 2 BPF at cutback (i.e., 8122 Hz) is considered where N=1 and W_i = 1 for that frequency and flow condition. These liner designs correspond to a typical approach where a single blade tone is targeted. Thus, six initial point designs (BPF and 2 BPF at approach, cutback, and takeoff) were generated to provide a baseline for liner performance evaluation.

To illustrate these single tone designs, comparisons of optimum impedance values and those of the design targeting 2 BPF at cutback are shown in FIGS. 8-10. In these figures, the design impedance values are denoted by squares and the envelope of “acceptable” impedance values is represented with dashed lines. Note that the impedance values at 8122 Hz are within the acceptance criteria across all three flow conditions. However, the impedance values (reactance in particular) at each of the other frequencies fall outside the impedance envelope for at least one operating condition. This is a typical characteristic of the baseline tonal liners.

Progressing toward a more broadband design, a second approach accounts for all six frequencies at one flow speed (e.g., cutback). A third approach includes BPF and 2 BPF at the corresponding flow conditions (i.e., 2863 Hz and 5726 Hz at the approach condition, 4061 Hz and 8122 Hz at the cutback condition, etc.). In the second and third approach, N=6 and all weighting values are set to unity (i.e., W_i = 1). In a fourth approach, all six frequencies at all flow speeds (approach, cutback, and takeoff) are considered using all of the predicted optimum impedance values (N=18 with W_i = 1). As a result of the constraint on the grid pattern size, the second, third, and fourth approaches result in the same cell configuration. Therefore, the resultant broadband liner design considering all frequencies and flow conditions (N=6) actually incorporates the characteristics of the previous two approaches (N=6). The impedance values for this liner design are presented in FIGS. 11-13. Again, the design impedance values are denoted by squares and the envelope of “acceptable” impedance values is represented with dashed lines. The broadband liner satisfies the optimum impedance objectives much better than the baseline liners. In fact, the impedance values at BPF and 2 BPF for the cutback (4061 Hz, 8122 Hz) and takeoff (4641 Hz, 9282 Hz) conditions are within the acceptance criteria for all three flow conditions. It is at the approach fan speeds where difficulties may be identified. As discussed below, it is the initial geometric constraints that result in the broadband liner impending values at this fan speed problematic.

The next step in the process is to use the design impedance values 35 in the CDL code using the computer processor at step 40 (FIG. 1) and evaluate the liner performance using in-duct attenuation. This is first performed for the baseline tonal liners. Representative results for the 2 BPF/cutback tonal design are provided in FIGS. 14a-14c. In these figures, the mean attenuation achieved with the 2 BPF/cutback tonal design are provided in FIGS. 14a-14c. In these figures, the mean attenuation achieved with the 2 BPF/cutback tonal design is given by the dashed line. For comparison purposes, the mean attenuation achieved with the optimum impedance values is given by the solid line. Again, for both cases, the error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals for the mean attenuation. The liner performs well at the design frequency and its fundamental (FIG. 14b), as the 95% confidence intervals overlap at these frequencies. However, the mean attenuation achieved at off-design frequencies is well below the optimum levels. FIGS. 14a-14c represent one example of predicted liner performance 45 (FIG. 1).

Alternatively, the mean attenuation achieved with the broadband liner is presented in FIGS. 15a-15c. In contrast to the 2 BPF/cutback tonal liner, much better broadband performance is achieved without loss in attenuation at 2 BPF/cutback. As might be expected from the comparison of impedance values, there is overlap in 95% confidence intervals at BPF and 2 BPF for the cutback (4061 Hz, 8122 Hz) and takeoff (4641 Hz, 9282 Hz) conditions for all three flow conditions. However, the difficulties in matching impedance values at the approach fan speeds lead to poor performance at 2863 Hz and 5726 Hz. As alluded to above, it is not possible to achieve the relatively low optimum resistance at 2863 Hz utilizing the liner configurations of FIG. 7. However, after-
nate liner designs may be utilized to alleviate this problem. For example, the absence of a mesh-cap could be permitted in at least one of the four cells.

Referring again to FIG. 1, the predicted liner performance may be utilized in the duct propagation code at step 15 to predict attenuation or other noise parameter. If the attenuation or other acoustic parameter is determined to be unacceptable, the design of the liner may be modified to provide modified design impedances. For example, the initial design impedances produce unacceptably low attenuation at a given aircraft operating condition, the liner design may be modified to improve attenuation at one aircraft operating condition even though this modification may result in less desirable attenuation at other aircraft operating conditions. In this way, the liner design can be modified utilizing the duct propagation/radiation code in an iterative process to provide a result that is acceptable.

Referring again to FIG. 1, after the liner design has been finalized, liner fabrication and testing may be done to verify the predicted liner performance. A post-test comparison may then be conducted between the predicted liner performance and the liner test performance.

What is claimed is:

1. A method of designing an acoustic liner for aircraft, the method being implemented with a computer system comprising at least one computer processor, the method comprising: obtaining geometric data corresponding to an aircraft structure that is to include an acoustic liner; determining a noise parameter to be evaluated; determining a desired outcome with respect to the noise parameter to be evaluated; determining a plurality of aircraft operating conditions, the plurality of aircraft operating conditions being evaluated simultaneously; providing a plurality of acoustic source pressure distributions for each aircraft operating condition to be evaluated, wherein the power and phase of each acoustic source pressure distribution is substantially random; utilizing acoustic prediction code that predicts at least one of acoustic propagation and acoustic radiation to provide a predicted parameter value corresponding to the noise parameter for a plurality of impedance inputs, wherein the impedance inputs comprise pairs of reactance and resistance values that are input into the code for each acoustic source pressure distribution; statistically combining the parameter values for each of the plurality of acoustic source pressure distribution to provide a combined parameter value for each pair of reactance and resistance inputs for each aircraft operating condition to be evaluated; utilizing predefined criteria relating to the noise parameter to be evaluated to identify a boundary comprising pairs of reactance and resistance values such that impedance values on a first side of the boundary comprise the selected predicted optimum impedance values and the design impedance values on the other side of the boundary do not satisfy the predefined criteria; selecting a plurality of predicted optimum impedance values corresponding to selected ones of the aircraft operating conditions; utilizing an impedance prediction code with the computer processor to design a liner, wherein the liner defines design impedance values corresponding to the selected predicted optimum impedance values; determining differences between the selected predicted optimum impedance values and the corresponding design impedance values; utilizing the differences to determine an optimum liner design that minimizes the effects of the differences according to a predefined criteria.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein: the geometric data comprises a duct of an aircraft engine.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein: the noise parameter to be evaluated comprises in-duct attenuation.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein: the combined parameter value comprises a predicted noise level outside the duct.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein: the predefined criteria comprises the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences between the selected predicted optimum impedance values and the design impedance values.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein: the aircraft structure comprises an internal passageway of an engine having a fan; the aircraft operating conditions comprise predicted fan speeds at a selected one of aircraft approach, cutback and takeoff, the parameter to be evaluated comprises attenuation; and the selected confidence interval is 95%.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein: the predicted optimum impedance values for each aircraft operating condition that satisfy the criteria are the impedance values for which a selected confidence interval for the mean value of the noise parameter overlaps with that for the optimum impedance value for each aircraft operating condition.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein: the predefined criteria comprises the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences between the selected predicted optimum impedance values and the design impedance values.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein: the squares of the differences between the selected predicted optimum impedance values and the design impedance values are multiplied by a weighting value.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein: at least six predicted optimum impedance values are selected, wherein the at least six optimum impedance values correspond to selected aircraft operating conditions wherein the source pressure distributions comprise at least six different frequencies.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein: the plurality of aircraft operating conditions to be evaluated comprises at least blade pass frequency and twice the blade pass frequency for at least approach, cutback, and takeoff flight conditions, and flow conditions for at least approach, cutback, and takeoff, whereby the plurality of aircraft operating conditions comprises at least eighteen combinations of frequencies and flow conditions; and the predicted optimum impedance values correspond to six different frequencies comprising blade pass frequency and twice the blade pass frequency at approach, cutback, and takeoff conditions.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein: the at least six predicted optimum impedance values correspond to a flow condition selected from the group consisting of approach, cutback, and takeoff flow conditions.
13. The method of claim 12, wherein:
the differences between at least eighteen predicted optimum impedance values and eighteen design impedance values are utilized in connection with the predefined criteria.